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About
● DFG funded : 2016 – 2019. 
● CITEC + Bielefeld University Library
● Pilot research : 9 partners – interdisciplinary labs
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Irreproducibility
 Reproducibility – basic principle of Science!
 Irreproducibility:: 
 Nature survey – scientists (50-70%) 
 Psychology Reproducibility Project (61% fail)
 Pharma clinical drug trials (82% fail)
 Reproducibility == Full Replication ? 
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Goals
 Research Data Management (RDM) - generic 
infrastructure
 Support analytical reproducibility of research results
 Storage + DVCS Versioning –> data sharing & reuse
 Data Quality = Open formats + Validation (raw, 
results) + scripts 
 Continuous integration -> quality data
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PUB Overview
● Management of Institutional research output: 
● Scientific literature & research data at #UniBi
● Built with LibreCat:
● Joint effort of Lund, Gent, Bielefeld libraries.
● Provides: 
● Author publication lists, supports ORCID
● Mints DOI / URN for permanent, reliable citation
● Interfaces (OAI, SRU, CQL)
● Formats (DC, MODS, DataCite, XMetaDissPlus)
● Linking of research data with literature
● Partner in the SAFE Private LOCKSS Network - distributed preservation network.
● Data Seal of Approval certification
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Connecting Gitlab, Conquaire & PUB
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Thank You!
Questions? Contact:
● Email: ayer@uni-bielefeld.de 
● Twitter: @svaksha
● Email (project): 
conquaire-contact@lists.uni-bielefeld.de
● Website: http://conquaire.uni-bielefeld.de
